Personality profiles of patients with alcohol use disorder and opioid use disorder in an inpatient treatment setting.
The present study aimed to compare personality profiles of alcohol use disorder and opioid use disorder patients in an inpatient chemical dependency rehabilitation unit using a multidimensional personality inventory, the Personality Assessment Inventory (PAI). Ninety-six patients meeting DSM-IV-TR diagnoses for alcohol use or opioid use disorders completed the PAI at admission. Results revealed largely normative patterns across most PAI scales, though alcohol use disorder patients showed clinically elevated scores on Alcohol Problems and Drug Problems, and opioid use disorder patients showed clinical elevations on Antisocial Features, Borderline Features, and Drug Problems. Opioid use disorder patients showed, on average, significantly higher scores than alcohol use disorder patients on Borderline Features, Antisocial Features, Drug Problems, and Suicidal Ideation. Alcohol use disorder patients showed significantly higher scores than opioid use disorder patients only on Alcohol Problems. Discriminant function analysis (DFA) showed discriminability between patient groups using the PAI clinical scales and treatment scales, highlighting higher levels of disturbed functioning among opioid use disorder patients with respect to clinical syndromes, especially borderline features, antisocial features, suicidal ideation, and anxiety. These findings underscore the need to tailor treatment recommendations to distinctive patterns of personality pathology, especially among opioid use disorder patients.